PALM KERNEL OIL PRODUCTION BUSINESS PLAN
Are you about starting a PKO refinery? If YES, here is a complete sample palm kernel oil production business plan
template & feasibility report you can use FREE.

We do not need to incur any costs in the treatment or disposal of any effluents, and waste material disposal
cost in minimal. ABC Machinery has professional teams for designing, manufacturing, installation,
commissioning and after-service. Exceeds all legal requirements and standards. Because all things may never
be equal given the Nigerian situation, this consultant will base this plan on a conservative production estimate
of metric tones of palm kernel oil, Every business is run to ensure that the business grows to an extent of
making enough revenue that can be used to run the business without the need to inject external sources. There
are thousands of chemical product that are made from palm kernel oil, including skin care products,
detergents, and various industrial products. Technology for instance, has come to play a huge role in
marketing as people can use the internet to search for our website to either place orders, make inquiries or
check out our products and services. The local government revenue department collects fees from palm kernel
nuts traders in the various village markets. Palm kernel trees which bear the nuts are indigenous to the
Southern part of Nigeria. Management and marketing of the business plan Once all the requisite factors have
been put into place, the palm kernel oil production process is ready to operate. If your oil processing capacity
is small, you are advised to buy a single machine, one set or two sets. Kernel nuts suppliers feel reluctant to
supply. The Palm Kernel Oil Production Business plan is fully updated with current research on how to start a
Palm Kernel Oil manufacturing business, get the attention of customers, retain them and make profits. Joseph
Okeke will oversell the management and operation of the business. If a factory lacks palm kernel nuts, it may
not enjoy periods of rising prices. Periodically sludge and debris are removed from the filter press machine
and scooped from the bottom of the primary tank and stored in open drums ready for sale. Also, the forecast
have shown that our palm kernel oil production business is going to be profitable in its first year of business.
These products are basically raw materials by their nature because they are all further processed for one
finished product or the other. Remain blessed, as you decide on what to do with this money making
information you hand in your hand. The end products are in hot demand all-year-round. The filling cream is
made from sugar, milk powder and brown seed oil, which can be used on biscuits, cream cakes and cakes.
Even after seven years of the initiative on edible oil production, the domestic demand of the product far
exceeds the national production. The Palm Kernel Oil Production Business plan is a comprehensive palm
kernel oil processing business plan and feasibility study that will assist you with all the needed ideas and plans
to start a successful Palm Kernel Oil Processing business. Your best choice for all industrial and busienss
plans. The consultant collected the information used in this report from existing factories, raw materials
markets in various locations and finished products markets. Sludge is a minor by-product which is used by
people who produce black soap. For maximum oil yield and to obtain the desired thickness of the cake, the
cone point is adjusted to the desired pressure region. A good strategist with adequate working capital can
make a fortune if it takes advantage of these price movements. A detailed bankable business plan complete
with the quantitative sections that captured the financials, the production schedules and relevant ratios can be
obtained from the author on request by calling , , or email ozorprice1 yahoo. The demand for the products
locally is massive. If the entrepreneur has sufficient funds in working capital, the sky will be his limit as he is
likely to out compete his colleagues in the business. Quality processed product and good understanding of the
market trend. This another product that is being derived from the palm kernel extraction process and it makes
up good percentage of the palm kernel produce. No matter how long a company has been established, there is
the need for it to engage in continuous publicity. Global palm kernel oil consumption is expected to be 7.
Download Attached File This feasibly report on the establishment of a palm kernel oil expelling factory is
based on a survey done between October and October Hi, dear. The supply of raw materials generally are cast
into four broad periods of the year. I am the CEO of the company overseeing the day to day activities of the
business. Palm kernel cake PKC is consumed by animal feeds production companies. We are always at your
sides.

